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Richard M

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an awesome gun for the money. A little heavy for all day carry, but shoots very well. Buds had a great price and was quick to deliver. 











Daniel K

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Owned for 10+ years. Never jammed, shot any ammo fed through it, just a five pound hammer that works. 











Richard L

on
03/03/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very happy with this weapon 











Lonnie R

on
07/07/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










After reading some not so good reviews, I desided to see for myself. The gun isn't very attractive, but most home invaders don't stop to admire the weapon that is pointed at their face. It's heavy. That actually is a good thing. It helps with the recoil. After about 20 or so rounds I was used to the gun. The heavy slide helps to reaim quickly after a shot. Ran 200 rounds through it. 150 were Blazer. The other 50 were some cheap crap. It didnt like the cheap stuff. 3 times it didn't want to feed a round. The Blazers I had zero prblems. That's 150 rounds with no problems. Every one feed, fired, and ejected properly. After getting used to the gun, I was getting nice tight groups at 25 and 30 yards. Dissassembled, cleaned and reassembled after the 200 rounds. If you want a good acurate gun for home protection at an unbelievable price, this is it. If you want a pretty showpiece that cost $600.00, you don't want the Hi Point 45 ACP. 











Troy C

on
04/06/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun very fun really acurate and eveyone that shoots it falls in love with it well worth the money. It may be heavy but man is it fun to shoot. Buds came through for me once again.. 











David W

on
03/30/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a GREAT gun, not just good for the money. Highly accurate, within 20 rounds I was shooting 2" groups at 15 yards which to me is great accuracy, especially considering this is my first handgun. The gun does not have much recoil and has not had a FTF or FTL in the first 300 rounds I have put though it. The laser that comes with it is less impressive, it is going to take quite a bit of tinkering around to get any type of accuracy with it. I would take a challenge with this gun against high dollar alternatives. To me, it is everything a gun should be: inexpensive, accurate, and so far, reliable. 











Robin C

on
03/18/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun --- never fired a 45 before --- nice heavy very little recoil --- awesome gun --- awesome dealer -- 











Tim G

on
03/16/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun,and good service 











Eugene T

on
03/14/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very pleased with this Hi Point 45 and Bud's service ! As I age my hands aren't as steady and the gun being heavy actually helps steady my hands and gives less recoil. The "Ugly" reviews are actually useless nonsense to me as the only one who will likely ever see this gun is Me and/or possibly a VERY unlucky intruder ! This thing works period for piece of mind and security: and the lifetime warranty made in USA is even more incentive. 











Walter W

on
03/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










No kick! It didn't dawn on me 'til later! Sent 60rounds through it. No jams. I need to sight in the laser now. Happy! Happy! My step son is ex Green Beret.He said he like the way it fired over Barettas and Glocks. 











Cody K

on
02/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got this awhile ago, but the gun is super accurate, I like the trigger pull, it is heavy but you can shoot all day with it and you'll want to shoot more. The only downside is taking it apart, you'll have to punch the pin out near the back. the laser is good, I never got around to sighting it in tho. Also it'll eat everything you put in it. i found mine to like the cheaper ammo better :P 











Justin M

on
02/18/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I took this firearm to the range for the first time today. before going i did the usual prep and lube. I did have one fail to feed but never again for that day at the range. This is my first review for a firearm . I felt so compelled to write this because I was so impressed. before I purchased this firearm I did the research and some have said how ugly and heavy it is. Who cares about looks. the weight may be an issue for a smaller hand. I am 195 lbs. so it fit me ok. I did not use the laser. The sight were enough for me and the accuracy was awesome. I took it home afterwards and cleaned it as I do every time after a day at the range. I really like this firearm. The weight helps with the recoil and fits my hands better than some. The price is good for the quality. Buds has excellent service as usual. this firearm is not a good concealed carry but perfect for the nightstand and can be intimidating to anyone on the wrong end of it. The only complaint I have right now is getting extra magazines for it other than going to ebay. I really like this weapon!!! 











Timothy G

on
02/13/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent gun for the money. Heavy as a gold brick - but a great gun for the tackle box of under the seat of the truck. 











Davonne R

on
01/26/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Sweet firearm as far as I'm concerned. Starting with safety above all, I love all the safety mechanisms that come with this gun... ALL of them. Especially with the magazine safety lock. Many disapprove of the weight that's focused on the slide, but I love it! It reduces the recoil like no one else's bidness! Laser point was impressive, it's not the type with the grip button like the picture shows, it's a two way switch on the laser's butt. Personally I find that more useful, you're not focusing on keeping a grip on the laser, while keeping your grip on the gun's position. Good for concealed carry? Sorry, no go bruh, gonna have to keep it open carry. Only 10 rounds, but it's terrific for protecting your home! unlimited warrenty, and last, but not least, this bad boy is freaking Accurate! I took it to the range, put 50 bullets through it and just kicked arse! (pat yourselves on the back Hi Point Staff) 5/5 











Douglas D

on
01/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a GREAT night stand weapon. It's heavy and ugly as hell, but it works and WILL save your life and help protect your family. I bought this as a cheap back up to my Mossberg 12 gage. It's also a good range gun to show that you don't need to spend a tone of money to have a good weapon. Buds service is the best in the business. Fast delivery, and good prices. This was my first time dealing with Buds and was so impressed I ordered two additional items. 











Nancy P

on
12/11/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thank you for the opportunity to give feedback for this firearm. If your looking for a inexpensive firearm, you can't go wrong with this piece. The laser is a manual rather than the one shown. 











Armando P

on
07/12/2012




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










realy unhappy with this gun 











Curtis N

on
06/07/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased a Hi Point .45 ACP and I adore it. I’ve read several reviews insisting the aforementioned was cheap and inaccurate, with that being said I have sent 300 rounds down range at 50 yards to include directed high shots on the target with outstanding accuracy. I purchased the laser as well, and once I completed the bore sight every round went exactly where I directed them. I will be purchasing the .380, .9mm, as well as the .40. The delivery was expeditious, Bud’s service was stupendous. Thanks! We will meet again. 











Eugene W

on
07/11/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First purchase from Bud's, ordered 7/1 picked up from FFL 7/8. Fired about 150 rounds this weekend, no failures. Very impressed with both Bud's service and Hi-Point 45acp. 











Robert C

on
02/11/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I hear people say this is a crappy and I thought I was gonna be trading it for another gun but I have to say that it fires better than my smith and wessen 45 that I paid 800 for. I adjusted the laser with the 3 dot site and it was right on the money I was shocked and no jam people oil your gun before you use it 











Brian T

on
12/11/2009




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Forgot to mention the laser sight is not as shown in the picture. It comes with a manual slide switch on the laser itself- not a grip switch as shown in the picture. I guess both styles has its pros and cons. 











Brian T

on
12/09/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A great gun for the money. Only put 50 rounds through it when I picked it up...Only gripe I had was that it jams on the last round everytime.....I'm hearing thats because of the rounds I was using. (45 ACP - 230 Grain FMJ - Tula ) Laser sight is awesome and with a lifetime guarantee I foresee myself owning a hi point in every caliber available. Had no trouble with the weight of the gun nor with the trigger pull as I have read in reviews. I speak very highly of hi point to everyone I meet. The only disappointment is that it took 2 weeks for the gun to be delivered....I guess someone at Buds dropped the ball or something!!! 











Ronald M

on
12/29/2008




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I bought this pistol for my wife as a home defense. The 45 didnt bother her a bit at the range, she shot 50 rounds without wrist pain etc. . My wife took some time to get in the black but she scared me just standing behind her. It's a bit heavy for her but she's not afraid of it because the weight keeps the kick small. My wife's biggest complaint is the ammount of force to cock the slide back, however, she keeps a round in the pipe and just keeps the thumb safety on. 











Edwin O

on
11/09/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this gun for kix. It is my first .45. I was really surprised by the quality for the cash. I pumped quite a few rounds thru' it and not a single jam. Yes, it is a heavy pistol but I thought it helped out with it's kick. It does come with a lifetime warrenty so. For the money, it's fun to shoot and the quality is there for such an inexpensive pistol. 











Keith T

on
11/03/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A great gun for the money....put 200 rounds thru it with 1 jam on # 7.... I have 2 of them, yes they are heavy.I would not carry it as a CL, but to shoot it's fun & rremember it's cheap........also it comes with a lifetime warranty. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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